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Introduction

Half way through the Second World War, a seemingly neutral nation located in central

Scandinavia was faced with a decision that would test its neutrality in the conflict between

Germany and its allies, and the rest of the world. Sweden had declared a formal state of

neutrality long before, yet its actions contradicted their position. When discussing neutrality

in terms of history, Sweden during the Second World War is often used as an example of a

neutral nation. This is due to the fact that Sweden never formally showed support for one side

or the other and since it officially stayed out of conflicts between the Allies and Nazi

Germany. In addition, throughout the entire war, it kept a formal state of neutrality and never

publicly declared its support for one side or the other. Although it is the common belief that

Sweden was neutral during World War II, many argue that it was not entirely neutral and

unbiased and to a certain extent sided with the German Reich. This paper shall examine and

discuss to what extent Sweden maintained its state of neutrality during the Second World

War, in particular looking at the events of the summer of 1941, discussing the Swedish

Midsummer Crisis of 1941 in detail. Then, as a follow up after coming to a conclusion on

whether Sweden was truly neutral or not, the causes of this decision will be examined and

different views from various historians will be analyzed.

Neutrality

Before going on with what caused the Swedish Midsummer Crisis of 1941 and how

neutral Sweden was during World War II, it is important to draw a clear line and define the

term “neutrality” and in particular neutrality during war. Neutrality is defined by

Encyclopedia Britannica as "The legal status arising from the abstention of a state from all
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participation in a war between other states, the maintenance of an attitude of impartiality

toward the belligerents, and the recognition by the belligerents of this abstention and

impartiality." The International Law Regarding the Behavior of Neutral States in War states

that, “Neutrality describes the formal position taken by a State which is not participating  in

an  armed  conflict  or  which  does  not  want  to  become involved. [...] On  the  one hand,

the  neutral  State  has  the  right  to  stand  apart  from and not be adversely affected by the

conflict. On the other hand, it has a  duty of non-participation and impartiality.” 1 In short, a

nation does not support any side in a war or conflict and is not biased. It may be important to

add that a neutral nation in war is a nation that never officially states its support for one side

or the other, as many countries help one side during a conflict but do it more in an “under the

table” type manner, meaning that they hide it from other nations in order to keep their formal

state of “neutrality”. In the context of Europe and Sweden during World War 2, this would

mean that Sweden supports neither the Allies nor the Nazis, if Sweden was in fact neutral.

In my research, I attempted to find the definition of neutrality that Sweden used

during the war but was unsuccessful in finding an interpretation. This would have been really

important as the way Sweden interpreted neutrality may have been different than the global

view, or the view that other countries have. Every country has its own way of interpreting

neutrality. Since I was unable to find Sweden’s interpretation of neutrality, I will use the

global view based on The International Law Regarding the Behavior of Neutral States in War

but it is important to keep in mind that this view may be slightly different from Sweden and

Per Albin Hannson’s view.

1 https://www.icrc.org/en/doc/assets/files/other/law8_final.pdf p. 3-8
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Overview and World War II Pre-1941

In the years leading up to the Summer of 1941, Sweden had barely any involvement

in the war whatsoever. It was not until Finland was attacked by the USSR in November 1939

(The Winter War – “Talvisota”) that Sweden was even mentioned in the same breath as the

war. When Finland was attacked by the USSR in late 1939, Sweden did not declare neutrality

– Sweden declared itself non-belligerent, which meant that it became possible to support

Finland materially and allow the recruitment of volunteers, without Sweden actually getting

its own hands dirty and sending in its own troops and military forces. There has been an

international understanding of Sweden’s ambivalent neutrality in 1939 and 1940. In Sweden,

there was a massive popular support for Finland, meaning that the majority of Swedes wanted

to help the Finns as much as possible without being directly involved in the conflict.

However, the pressure on Sweden to also get involved in the conflict got worse in April 1940

when Denmark was forced to cooperate with Germany and Norway was attacked and

occupied by the Nazis. One result of the occupation of Norway was that Germany made

requests and demands on transit of German troops through Sweden. As stated on

Encyclopedia Wikipedia, “The Swedish concession to German demands during and after the

German invasion of Norway in April–June 1940 is often viewed as a significant breach with

prior neutrality policies that were held in high regard in many smaller European nations.

After they were publicly acknowledged, the Soviet Union immediately requested a similar

but more far-reaching concession from Finland, which invited the Third Reich to trade

similar transit rights through Finland in return for weaponry lacked by the Finns. This was the

first significant proof of a changed, more favorable, German policy vis-à-vis Finland, that

ultimately would put Finland in a position of co-belligerence with Nazi Germany in the
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Continuation War against the Soviet Union (25 June 1941 – 4 September 1944).”2. This

quotation supports the claim that the pressure on Sweden grew once Norway was occupied.

The quotation also shows the effect that Sweden’s concession to Germany’s demands had on

other nations in Europe, as the USSR made a similar concession to Finland leading to the

start of trade through Finland in return for weapons, which the Finnish army was lacking of at

the time.

Setting the Stage

In August 1939, an agreement about ‘interest spheres’ between the USSR and

Germany in Europe was created. This agreement, called The Molotov-Ribbentrop Pact, was

an agreement in which Germany accepted the USSR’s interest in Eastern European Nations,

like the Baltic States, and a division of Poland between the countries was created in so-called

‘interest spheres’. In these interest spheres, both sides agreed upon who would have control

of what part of Eastern Europe, based in the countries needs. As the Second World War

neared its second year, however, after the Soviet Union put its troops close to Romanian oil

fields on which Germany depended for its war efforts, Hitler realized that his original plan of

waiting to occupy all of western Europe before attacking Russia would not be prudent. This

upset Hitler and made his interest in invading the Soviet Union grow more and more. Hitler

and his generals of the Oberkommando des Heeres (hereafter known as OKH), or German

Army High Command, then planned on moving the invasion of Russia to May of 1941. This

date was later pushed to late June as Hitler needed to invade Greece and Yugoslavia (which

includes the federations of Serbia, Croatia, Slovenia, Montenegro, Bosnia and Herzegovina

and Macedonia) first for strategic reasons, being that Hitler wanted full control of the

Adriatic Sea. This five week delay in Hitlers timeline later became a more serious problem as

2 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Transit_of_German_troops_through_Finland_and_Sweden
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in 1941 the Russian winter came earlier than previously expected, which would have been a

massive inconvenience and problem for the Nazi troops when attempting to invade the Soviet

Union. Nevertheless, the OKH felt confident that the Red Army would be defeated in two or

three months and that by the end of October of that year, Germany would be in control of the

whole European part of Russia3. At first, the Nazi’s military operation was named Operation

Fritz but Hitler later renamed it to Operation Barbarossa, named after the Holy Roman

emperor Frederick Barbarossa (1123-1190) who, much like Hitler, wanted to make Germany

the predominant nation in Europe and a global superpower4.

To answer the question, “What caused The Swedish Midsummer Crisis of 1941?”

there is a simple answer: The Swedish Midsummer Crisis was sparked by Operation

Barbarossa. Operation Barbarossa was Germany's invasion of the Soviet Union which was

carried out in the summer of 1941. At first, Sweden played no part in Operation Barbarossa

but when the Soviet Union attacked German ally Finland, Germany needed to send troops to

defend at the front line in Finland. Finland and Germany had an understanding which meant

that Finland waited until the USSR attacked Finland – after the German attack on the USSR,

which started the 22nd of June 1941. It was that morning, at 08:30 that Karl Schnurre and the

German Minister in Stockholm, Prince Victor av Wied, courted the Swedish Ministry of

Foreign Affairs with a list of demands on eight points. Finland officially declared neutrality

and did not declare war against the USSR until the 26th of June – after Helsinki and a few

other Finnish towns had been bombed. Nazi Germany and Finland’s demands urged Sweden

to allow for the transit of the Wehrmachts 163rd Infantry Division by railroad from Nazi

occupied Norway to Finland. In short, at the onset of the Second World War, Sweden

maintained its state of neutrality and did not decide to aid either the Allies or the Germans

4 https://www.britannica.com/biography/Frederick-I-Holy-Roman-emperor
3 https://www.britannica.com/event/Operation-Barbarossa
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during the conflict. However, Sweden's geopolitical location in the Scandinavian Peninsula

made it a highly sought-after and strategically valuable asset for both sides. This led to both

the Allies and Germans wanting to have Sweden and their geopolitical location on their side,

as it would have given both sides a major strategic advantage. Sweden was also a valuable

asset due to its iron ore, which was a large part of Germany's industrial and military assets at

the time. This led to Germany also demanding Sweden to give them iron ore to continue with

their war efforts, but this will be discussed in more further on into the essay. In the summer of

1941, Germany planned on invading the Soviet Union and asked Sweden for safe passage of

armed troops through Sweden to Finland and the easter front. Sweden granted Germany their

request. All this will be talked about in more detail below.

For Operation Barbarossa, Germany put together the most powerful and largest

invasion force to have ever existed at the time, only being topped by the D-Day invasion of

the beaches of Normandy in 19445. Germany sent in around 2,500 aircraft, 3,000 panzers, and

7,000 artillery units. Germany was also backed up by its Finnish and Romanian allies, who

also sent in over 30 divisions to assist the German’s plan. At first, Germany and its Allies

were about evenly matched with the U.S.S.R.. The Red Army’s tanks were about equal to the

Germans but Russia lacked modern aircraft. In turn, what the U.S.S.R. lacked in aircraft, they

more than made up for in troop personnel. Although Germany was able to defeat the Soviet

Union's original defence, they underestimated the amount of fresh divisions the Red Army

had in other parts of the nation, which they then relocated and mobilized to assist in

defending against the Germans attack. Germany’s intelligence suggested that the U.S.S.R

would be able to produce 50 fresh divisions but in the end they were able to produce well

over 200 fresh divisions, more than four times what the Nazis thought Russia was able to

5 https://www.guinnessworldrecords.com/world-records/largest-invasion/
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produce. This meant that the Nazi’s were faced with over 360 divisions of the Red Army.

Germany was not able to produce enough fresh troops and therefore Germany was unable to

successfully execute their plans of invading the Soviet Union as their troops were already

fatigued by the initial attack which they won.

The Beginning of the Midsummer Crisis

At the beginning of the Nazi invasion of the U.S.S.R., Hitler presented Swedish prime

minister Per Albin Hansson6 with a petition to allow safe passage of German Wehrmacht

troops from Norway and Denmark, through Sweden, to the front line in Finland to assist

Germany in their planned invasion of the Soviet Union. The four party government had

mixed feelings on what Sweden’s course of action should be but after four days of

discussions and arguments on whether to grant Germany their wishes, Sweden finally granted

Hitler and the Wehrmacht their request. Since this decision was made on the same day as the

Swedish midsummer celebration, this was called ‘The Midsummer Decision’, or ‘The

Midsummer Crisis’.

By granting Hitler and his army safe passage through Sweden, Sweden was breaking

their neutrality in the Nazi-Soviet conflict as it was showing support for one side, meaning

that it broke the International Law Regarding the Behavior of Neutral States in War7 which

states that a neutral nation must not be participating or involved in the conflict (for more

information, see subsection titled ‘Neutrality’). After being granted safe passage through

Sweden, Nazi Germany sent three trains with around 40 sealed carriages through Sweden to

Finland. Officially, these carried food, medical supplies, and medical personnel, when in

reality, these were full of Nazi soldiers. In his book Blodsporet: Sveriges bidrag til

7 https://www.icrc.org/en/doc/assets/files/other/law8_final.pdf
6 https://www.britannica.com/biography/Per-Albin-Hansson
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nazi-okkupasjonen av Norge (“The Blood Track: Sweden's contribution to the Nazi

occupation of Norway”), Espen Eidum explained that Germany only carried 1 medical officer

for every 17 soldiers8. It is also important to mention that Sweden at the time was completely

surrounded by the Nazis or by countries allied or cooperating with the Nazis. From the north,

Nazi occupied Norway and German ally Finland, and from the south, Nazi occupied

Denmark. This put Sweden at a great risk of invasion like many countries before them if they

did not cooperate with Berlin. This also contributed to the decision that was made by the

Swedish government as they did not want to be invaded and occupied by the Nazis. In a way,

Sweden was bullied into cooperating and not given many options. The government had to

choose whether their citizens would also fall to the German Reich, or if Sweden could keep

living in peace.

Aftermath & Discussion

After the decision was made to grant the Nazis safe passage through Sweden, the

Swedish government was put through intense scrutiny by many world nations as they saw the

midsummer decision as Sweden siding with the Nazis and Hitler’s agenda. The prime

minister of Great Britain, Winston Churchill, said that Sweden ignored the greater moral

issues and played both sides for profit, when asked about Sweden's involvement in the

situation9.

Many historians have also argued that the real crisis of the Midsummer Crisis was not

in fact the governments fault but rather the King’s. The king of Sweden at the time, Gustaf V,

did, by Swedish law, have no actual power or control over the government's decisions.

Nevertheless, when it came to Hitler’s petition, Gustaf V allegedly threatened to renounce his

throne in order to pressure the government to grant The Wehrmacht safe passage and leverage

9 https://amp.en.google-info.org/43111719/1/midsummer-crisis.html

8 Eidum, Espen. Blodsporet: Sveriges Bidrag TIL Nazi-Okkupasjonen Av Norge. Forl. Kristiansen,
2012.
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the government to do what he says. King Gustaf V stated his “unreserved support for

compliance (with Hitler’s petition)”10 and “he personally would not be willing to bear the

consequences if the government refused the request.” 11 Although this statement has been

interpreted in many different ways by different historians and politicians, Per Albin Hansson

saw this statement as a threat from King Gustaf V to abdicate his throne if he did not grant

the Germans safe overland passage from Norway through Sweden to Finland. King Gustaf

V’s abdication would have created chaos and panic in the country that the government did not

want to have to deal with during the war. The Swedish government wanted to maintain

internal stability in the country and therefore sided with the king. Historian Carl Gustav-Scott

finds Sweden's geopolitical location as one of the driving factors that contributed to Sweden's

compliance with the Nazi’s request but also underlines the importance of King Gustaf V’s

abdication threat to not be overlooked.

Later on in the war, as Germany grew more and more confident that Sweden would

comply with their demands, Germany also demanded that Sweden give them iron ore, of

which there was a great supply in Swedish lapland and which was crucial in the construction

of German panzers and artillery, but also ball bearings which were developed by Svenska

Kullagerfabriken (SKF) in Gothenburg, Sweden12. Germany also requested that the Swedish

Government censor Swedish media of anti-German press13. In March of 1941, however, the

relationship between Berlin and Stockholm deteriorated as Sweden rejected Germany’s

petition to allow another 16,000 Wehrmacht troops to pass through Sweden. The Swedish

Foreign Office became concerned that the worsening of Swedish-German relations could

13 W.H. Carlgren, Swedish Foreign Policy during the Second World War (London 1977), 69-81

12https://www.tekniskamuseet.se/en/learn-more/swedish-inventors/sven-wingquist-spherical-ball-beari
ngs/#:~:text=Sven%20Wingquist%20founded%20a%20whole,still%20a%20leading%20international%
20company.

11 Ibid. p. 380

10 Gustav-Scott, Carl: "The Swedish Midsummer Crisis  of 1941:  The  Crisis  that  Never  Was",
Journal  of  Contemporary  History,  Vol.37, No.3, July 2002, p. 373
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cause Germany to not think of Sweden as an ally anymore and possibly adopt military actions

to further use Sweden to transport troops to Finland14.

The Midsummer Crisis of 1941 later became known as Sweden’s “most serious

challenge to its neutral tradition” of the entire war15. Neutrality was a policy that was well

accepted by the Swedish public and generally agreed upon by the entire government. By

allowing Germany to move its troops from Norway overland to Finland, Sweden was getting

rid of one of its most important assets. Siding with the Germans also created a lot of

international doubt and questions on Sweden's position in global conflict and put into

question Sweden’s views on global issues.

When looking at all the facts and figures, it is clearly evident that Sweden was in fact

not neutral during the Second World War, thus answering the main research question for this

paper. Now, if Sweden was not strictly neutral several questions arise, such as “Who was

responsible for the breach of neutrality?” and “What was the international reaction to

Sweden’s breach of neutrality?”. These are some of the few things I will attempt to answer in

this section.

As mentioned above, the cause for Sweden’s break in neutrality and state of

non-belligerence was Berlin’s request to Sweden to transport troops through Sweden and into

Nazi-Allie Finland. Although this was the initial ‘spark’, it is not the final reason as to why

Sweden breached neutrality. The Swedish government was faced with a tough decision when

the King at the time threatened to step down from his throne if the government did not side

with the Nazis. This put the government in a difficult situation as either they would cause

internal chaos in the country if the widely-accepted state of neutrality was breached or they

15 Gustav-Scott, Carl: "The Swedish Midsummer Crisis  of 1941:  The  Crisis  that  Never  Was",
Journal  of  Contemporary  History,  Vol.37, No.3, July 2002, p. 371

14https://www.jstor.org/stable/3180787?read-now=1&refreqid=excelsior%3Ae733e2d43bc19117ed0a2
cf9deeac075&seq=16#page_scan_tab_contents
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would cause panic in the country if the king abdicated his throne. Although many different

historians have different opinions on what caused the breach in neutrality, of the author’s

whose texts were used for the purpose of this essay, most agree that King Gustav V is at fault

for the eventual breach of neutrality. However, Göran B Nilsson, author of

‘Midsommarkrisen 1941’16 believes that Per Albin Hanson had the last and final say in the

crisis and was the one who eventually was at fault for this international upset. Nilsson

believes that the King’s threat to renounce his throne would not have had such a large effect

on the nation as breaking its neutrality. Therefore, Hanson would have had no acceptable

reason to break neutrality and should have made the correct decision in not siding with

Germany. It is worth mentioning that although many research articles and historical pieces of

literature were read, all but one author came to the same conclusion regarding the source of

the Swedish Midsummer Crisis of 1941.

Conclusion

In conclusion, this paper examined to what extent Sweden was neutral during the

Second World War, and in particular looking at the events of the Swedish Midsummer crisi of

1941. It was discussed why Sweden during the Second World War is often used as an

example of a neutral nation, as it never formally showed support for one side or the other and

since it officially stayed out of conflicts between the Allies and Nazi Germany, and also why

Sweden was in fact not neutral. It was also examined and discussed how a series of events,

invasions, and treaties signed by different nations, most notably the Soviet Union, Finland,

Norway, Denmark, and Germany, ended in Sweden’s breach in neutrality during the Second

World War in Europe. I came to the conclusion that Operation Barbarossa, along with the

Nazi invasion of Norway and Denmarks cooperation with the Nazis, lead to the eventual

16 Nilsson, Göran B. Historisk Tidskrift. Svenska Historiska föreningen, 1996.
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crisis that incured during the summer of 1941 that ended in Sweden’s breach in neutrality

during the war. I also believe that it would have been very hard for Per Albin Hansson to,

after having been requested by the Germans to allow transit of their troops and their other

demands, to avoid the situation as Sweden’s geopolitical location, being surrounded by Nazis

and their allies, would have made for a dangerous situation that could have ended in a Nazi

invasion of Sweden. Therefore, the cause of Sweden’s breach in neutrality is due to various

factors, all having to do with Germany’s invasion of the Soviet Union and the events that

transpired after.
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